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Toronto is deceiving. With 2.8 million residents, it is North America’s fourth-largest metropolis 

and home to a tech scene that is seen as a rival to epicenters like Silicon Valley and New York. (In 

2017, it was the fastest-growing market for jobs in the industry.) Today, the skyline is 

increasingly dominated by massive cranes as the city undergoes one of the biggest building 

booms in its history, which includes a roster of new hotel openings across the city. 

Part of that boom is the high-tech “City of the Future.” The technology-driven, sustainable 

planned community which limits car use is being created by Sidewalks LLC, the urban innovation 

unit of Google parent company Alphabet. It is taking shape on a huge tract of undeveloped land 

on the east end of Toronto and could serve as a global model for new living. 

But Toronto’s walkability, diversity, cleanliness, and sense of community—the city is divided into 

dozens of small neighborhoods, each with its own ethnic and architectural character—make it 

feel more like a village. The efficient streetcar and subway systems can get you to most of the 

neighborhoods on a single fare, while a new light rail link, the UP Express, makes the voyage from 

Pearson International Airport to Union Station, in the center of the city, a predictable 25-minute 

trip (by car, it can be up to two hours on the notoriously jammed highways.) Whether you have a 



lot of downtime or a little, here are some ideas for how to experience this eclectic and burgeoning 

city. 

SLEEP 

 

The Yorkville area at Dusk PHOTO: THOMAS DAGG 

The bulk of the city’s international business and finance activities are either in Old Toronto or 

Downtown, which are some of the most densely packed areas for restaurants, hotels and 

entertainment. The Four Seasons Hotel Toronto (rooms from $533;fourseasons.com), in high-end 

Yorkville near the neighborhood’s luxury shopping district and the Royal Ontario Museum, is the 

gold standard. The hotel’s Café Boulud, from chef Daniel Boulud, offers a famous rotisserie 

chicken and is the scene of Toronto’s weekday power breakfast. If you prefer a funky and offbeat 

style, book the year-old Bisha Hotel and Residences, (rooms from $266, bishahoteltoronto.com), a 

boutique hotel that opened in mid-2017 in the heart of the Entertainment district. Rooms range 

from cozy to two-level suites; its seventh floor, with 48 rooms, is by Kravitz Design, musician 

Lenny Kravitz’s interior-design firm. Within Bisha isAkira Back, the Japanese-Korean fusion 

restaurant that has become one of the most sought-after reservations in the city. Occupying a 

sprawling campus near the lakeshore is the Hotel X Toronto (rooms from 

$361,hotelxtoronto.com), an unexpected resort in the heart of the city that is part of the Library 

https://www.fourseasons.com/?mod=article_inline
https://www.bishahoteltoronto.com/?mod=article_inline
https://hotelxtoronto.com/?mod=article_inline


Hotel Collection. Amenities within the 30-story, 404-room space include an art gallery, spa, 

movie theater, and the Ten X Toronto, a 90,000-square-foot gym with four indoor tennis courts, 

nine squash courts, a Pilates Reformer room, fitness classes, and two children’s areas.  

 

EAT 
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The city’s diversity makes for an eclectic restaurant scene. Each neighborhood boasts its own 

authentic spots, and food from all points of Asia, the Caribbean, South America and beyond are 

available in small, casual restaurants throughout the Kensington Market district. Still, a distinct 

French accent drifts through many of the hot properties in Toronto at the moment with Alo, near 

Chinatown, currently the hottest. Under owner/chef Patrick Kriss, it has consistently grabbed top 

restaurant rankings in both Toronto and Canada and offers two blind tasting menus with wine 

pairings. If you can’t score a reservation, try the smaller, more casual sister restaurant, Aloette. 

At La Banane, in the Trinity Bellwoods neighborhood, save room for the Ziggy Stardust Disco Egg 

for dessert. Diners crack open the hard chocolate, gold-leaf-decorated shell to get at the selection 

of chocolate truffles within—a moment captured and put on display all over YouTube. Many 

aboriginal restaurants are gaining popularity, including the low-key, cozy KuKum Kitchen in the 

Davisville district. Chef/owner Joseph Shawana was raised on an aboriginal reserve on Lake 



Huron and his menu (minus the Canadian wine selection) comprises foods that would have been 

available before Europeans arrived. The seal “three ways” appetizer features seal tartare, seal 

pate, and the revelatory seal tenderloin. (Seal meat is illegal to eat in the U.S.) If you are looking 

for a good old-fashioned three-martini-and-steak dinner, hit Jacobs & Co. The always-packed 

restaurant in the Fashion District has an entire menu page devoted to its 16 types of aged beef—

each with multiple cuts available. For something truly original, in the summer months make time 

for the Escape the City Canoe and Dining Experience from the Culinary Adventure Company. 

Diners hop into a heritage Voyageur canoe like those used by Canada’s earliest settlers, paddle 

across the harbor to City Island, and feast on a multicourse (cold) meal. 

 

EXTRACURRICULAR 

 

Trevor Walsh throws an axe with the Backyard Ax Throwing League. PHOTO: THOMAS DAGG 

The Royal Ontario Museum, Canada’s largest museum, has a constantly changing lineup of 

exhibitions — including a gallery devoted to the art and culture of the First Peoples. The new Aga 

Khan Museum, dedicated to Islamic art and culture, is on a large compound designed by Pritzker 

Prize winner Fumihiko Maki. The Aga Kahn, leader of 15 million Shia Ismaili Muslims, reportedly 

chose Toronto to house the museum due to the city’s cosmopolitan cultural attitude. There is no 



wrong time to catch an axe-throwing class at BATL, the Backyard Axe Throwing League, which 

can take groups and walk-ins on weekends, and handle private parties as well. 

 

ESCAPE FOR THE DAY—OR WEEKEND 

Head to the Muskoka Lakes region, a three-hour drive due north of Toronto. This popular and 

historic destination centers around Lakes Muskoka, Rosseau and Joseph, all of which are 

connected, as well as the more than 20 golf courses scattered throughout the region. The 

lakefront cottages favored by Toronto’s wealthiest range from modest single-story homes with 

rickety boathouses to opulent post-and-beam mansions, all nestled into the pristine pine forests 

that dominate the area. With 127 rooms, the JW Marriott The Rosseau Muskoka Resort and 

Spa(rooms from $249, therosseau.com) has an epic position on a bluff high above Lake Rosseau, 

fireplaces in every room, four pools and a top-notch spa for when the boating and golfing get too 

stressful. 
 

https://www.therosseau.com/#signup-1?mod=article_inline
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